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Leisure and Recreation
1958

this text explores recreational life during a period of economic and social change which was important to bring meaning and pleasure to the lives often described as horrendous of
victorian miners in the north east of england

Leisure and Recreation Study of Leisure and Recre Ation in Their Sociological Aspects
1958-05

leisure and recreation management is essential reading for anyone interested in exploring both the theory and the practicalities of managing leisure and recreational facilities

Leisure and Recreation in a Victorian Mining Community
2006

this textbook provides comprehensive coverage of the development regulation and management of outdoor recreation in america the authors consider the challenges for outdoor
recreation in the 21st century such as its role within education resources planning and the environment

Leisure and Recreation Management
2005

analysing leisure and outdoor recreation in terms of both their management and their wider importance to society this volume considers the future of outdoor recreation and potential
social economic political and technological developments

Outdoor Recreation in America
2006

it is now widely recognized that recreation is as important as work this revealing book analyzes leisure and outdoor recreation in terms of both their management and their wider
importance to society specifically it clarifies the link between leisure recreation tourism and resource management reviews contemporary outdoor recreation management and
concepts critically examines approaches to outdoor recreation planning and management in diverse recreational settings considers the future of outdoor recreation and the potential
influences of economic social political and technological developments wide ranging and topical it considers such issues as motivation and choice provision for people with special



needs the impact of outdoor recreation on the environment and outdoor recreation in both urban and rural contexts this comprehensively revised second edition has many sections
rewritten and expanded to reflect contemporary development in leisure and outdoor recreation management in countries such as australia canada the uk the us and new zealand with
an extensive bibliography of more than 500 references and including further reading sections and review questions it is an essential student purchase and one of the most
comprehensive and international accounts of outdoor recreation management available

Recreation for Today's Society
1974

this book explores the complicated interrelationships between freshwater resources and tourism and recreation the focus is on australia but comparisons with the experience of other
countries are also made throughout yet australia has been at the forefront of conflicts over drought and water use particularly for irrigated agriculture as well as of the design of
policies and institutions for water policy so there are many lessons which can be applied to other parts of the world the authors examine in detail the relationships between water
economics and supply and the needs for tourism and recreation the book discusses water use and access and the conflict between urban and recreational demands it considers the
institutional arrangements around water and the significance of property rights including water markets and water pricing theoretical and practical models for increasing
collaboration and cooperation such as the use of trusts are also developed and water trusts in the usa are examined specific chapters highlight the role of interest groups such as the
boating industry to influence policy thinking and the practical trade offs between access to urban water supplies and the requirements of recreation tourist behavior in relation to
water use and pricing is also assessed

Leisure and Recreation in Canadian Society
2010-12-31

this fourth edition of the geography of tourism and recreation provides students with a comprehensive introduction to the interrelationship between tourism leisure and recreation
from geographical and social science perspectives it still remains the only book to systematically compare and contrast in a spatial context tourism and recreation in relation to
leisure time offering insight into the demand supply planning destination management and impacts of tourism and recreation whilst retaining its accessible style and approach this
edition has been significantly updated to reflect recent developments and new concepts from geography which are beginning to permeate the tourism and recreational field new
features include content on the most recent developments climate change sustainability mobilities and crisis management in time and space as well as trends such as low cost airlines
and the control of land transport by transnational operators in the eu such as arriva more attention to management issues such as innovation and the spatial consequences for tourism
and leisure development new case studies and examples to showcase real life issues from both developed and developing countries especially the us china and south africa completely
revised and redeveloped to accommodate new user friendly features case studies insights summary points and learning objectives written by leading academics this is essential
reading for all tourism geography leisure and recreation students



Outdoor Recreation Management
1999

this book reviews the theory and practice of tourism and recreation in rural areas in europe including numerous case studies 9 chapters cover the changing nature of recreation and
tourism provision in rural areas the emergence of sustainability in the development debate the different levels of policy influencing recreation and tourism development and
emphasizing the connectedness between local and global processes the role and influence of the local community in recreation and tourism changing patterns of tourism consumption
the changing nature of tourism supply and the processes relating to the convergence of supply and demand

Outdoor Recreation Management
2007-05-07

serving as a foundation for critical discussion about the importance of the past sport and recreation in canadian history covers the historical events people and moments that shape
canadian sport in the present and future while this text focuses on sport and recreation practices on these lands now claimed by canada it is set within a larger historical context of
interconnecting social and cultural practices to speak to the sustained tensions complexities and contradictions prevalent in canadian society the editor dr carly adams and her 17
contributing experts from across canada bring the latest research in all areas of canadian sport history to life and present a thorough look at the nation s past events the text
challenges the dominant narratives and encourages students to think critically about canadian sport history it examines how gender ethnicity race religion ability class and other
systems of oppression and privilege have shaped sport and recreation practices with canadian sporting culture reproducing many of the same oppressive systems that exist on the
larger scale sport and recreation in canadian history separates itself from its competitors by providing an abundance of pedagogical aids sidebars highlighting prominent people
provide glimpses of figures who made a significant impact on canadian sport history transformative moment sidebars focus on significant events as they relate to specific themes such
as gender race ethnicity sexuality or ability a comprehensive timeline showcases where important events fell in relation to one another while the text acknowledges the problem of
presenting history in a linear way and provides a more nuanced discussion of time descriptions of primary source documents such as newspaper articles photographs and historical
documents are accompanied by explanations of how sport historians work with these documents sport and recreation in canadian history asks readers to think differently about the
history of canadian sport and it examines how past people moments and events continue to shape 21st century sport

Water Policy, Tourism, and Recreation
2012-12-06

introduction to recreation and leisure fourth edition with hkpropel access presents a comprehensive view of the multifaceted expansive field of recreation and leisure this full color
text grounds students in the historical philosophical and social aspects of the industry community parks and recreation departments nonprofit organizations and commercial
recreation and ecotourism enterprises are thoroughly explored students learn about various enriching educational programs and services for people of all ages the contributing
authors are more than 40 professors and professionals from across the globe including the united states canada europe brazil china and nigeria who offer international perspectives
on the recreation and leisure industries the text illustrates the wide breadth of opportunities within this diverse profession and explores current issues in the world that have an



impact on the field the fourth edition offers the following new features related online learning materials delivered through hkpropel that offer opportunities to engage with and better
understand the content content that reflects the global impacts of the covid 19 pandemic and how it has changed recreation and leisure experiences updated content on
environmental sustainability health and wellness social equity and quality of life an expanded look at esports the book is organized into three parts part i provides the foundation of
the industry including an introduction history and philosophical concepts part ii introduces various sectors and areas of the field part iii presents the different types of programming
found in recreation and leisure services these interest areas include sport management esports health wellness and quality of life outdoor and adventure recreation and culture and
the arts each chapter includes learning objectives that display the chapter s important concepts also included in each chapter is an outstanding graduates sidebar that highlights a
former student who has gone on to a successful career in the field sharing insights and advice for those just starting out a glossary is provided at the end of the text related online
learning materials within hkpropel include chapter overviews flash cards on the job learning activities research prompts and links to websites to explore chapter quizzes which are
automatically graded may also be assigned to test comprehension of critical concepts introduction to recreation and leisure prepares students for success in the field with insights
and perspectives from top professionals and professors from around the globe the text presents foundational concepts delivery systems and programming services that can spur
future professionals to make a positive impact on society through recreation and leisure note a code for accessing hkpropel is not included with this ebook but may be purchased
separately

The Geography of Tourism and Recreation
2014-05-09

this fourth edition of the geography of tourism and recreation provides students with a comprehensive introduction to the interrelationship between tourism leisure and recreation
from geographical and social science perspectives it still remains the only book to systematically compare and contrast in a spatial context tourism and recreation in relation to
leisure time offering insight into the demand supply planning destination management and impacts of tourism and recreation whilst retaining its accessible style and approach this
edition has been significantly updated to reflect recent developments and new concepts from geography which are beginning to permeate the tourism and recreational field new
features include content on the most recent developments climate change sustainability mobilities and crisis management in time and space as well as trends such as low cost airlines
and the control of land transport by transnational operators in the eu such as arriva more attention to management issues such as innovation and the spatial consequences for tourism
and leisure development new case studies and examples to showcase real life issues from both developed and developing countries especially the us china and south africa completely
revised and redeveloped to accommodate new user friendly features case studies insights summary points and learning objectives written by leading academics this is essential
reading for all tourism geography leisure and recreation students

Rural Tourism and Recreation
2001-01-01

considers s 1708 to amend the land and water conservation fund act of 1965 to allow state and local governments to purchase surplus federal lands at less than 50 of fair market
value to facilitate creation of state and local parks and recreation areas



Recreation in American Life
1969

this book focuses on the issues and trends in outdoor nature based recreation leisure and tourism and explores the implications for public policy planning management and marketing
it is intended as supplementary reading for advanced students and is a useful reference tool

Sport and Recreation in Canadian History
2020-10-16

it is rare for a book to be both erudite and amusing at the same time and this book has succeeded it has changed the common but unacceptable image of the puritans as dull solemn
melancholy misanthropes horton davies author of the worship of the american puritans for over four centuries puritan has been a synonym for dour joyless and repressed in puritans
at play bruce daniels reappraises the accuracy of this grim portrait by examining leisure and recreation in colonial and revolutionary new england chapters on music dinner parties
dancing sex alcohol taverns and sports are presented in a lively style making this book as entertaining as it is illuminating

Recreation in the United States
1986

this book analyses certain ideologies which governed the middle class hegemonic approach to leisure in victorian manchester the study presents different forms of leisure recreation
and entertainment in the city the author also examines the reasons for the support and financial involvement of manchester bourgeoisie and its municipal authorities in their
development the analysis covers a wide range of cultural practices and activities such as institutions and activities promoting intellectual and moral development family recreation
and entertainment as well as activities and facilities improving health physical and moral condition of the mancunians and sport

Opportunities for Outdoor Recreation in Montana
1971

gather your best girlfriends and celebrate galentine s day with this delightful entertaining guide inspired by parks and recreation join america s most upbeat public servant leslie
knope in the year s best tradition ladies celebrating ladies made popular by parks and recreation before growing into an international phenomenon this special day for embracing
female friendship is the perfect excuse to pull out all the stops just like leslie complete with food and drink recipes diy decorations ideas for party activities and more this official
guide will help you throw an inspired galentine s day party for the women in your life fun and comprehensive this is a must have event planning guide for every parks and recreation
fan plan the perfect galentine s day with a fun range of diy decorations ideas for party activities and more parks and recreation the official galentine s day guide to friendship fun and
cocktails gives you everything you need to plan an exciting galentine s day event fabulous cocktail and food recipes try all the delicious food and drink recipes with your favorite gal



pals and celebrate galentine s day the parks and rec way great for every parks and rec fan enjoy cocktails and activities inspired by the women of pawnee including leslie knope ann
perkins donna meagle april ludgate and more complete your parks and rec collection this book joins insight editions line of fan favorite parks and rec titles including parks and
recreation the official advent calendar andparks and recreation treat yo self journal

Introduction to Recreation and Leisure
2024-01-30

community leisure and recreation planning offers an up to date evidence based approach to planning community leisure and recreation facilities programs and services it introduces
readers to key theory and best practice in the planning of effective leisure and recreation projects the book defines planning leisure recreation and other key concepts and explains
why a thorough planning process is essential to achieving effective outcomes it presents a comprehensive integrative four phase model for undertaking leisure and recreation
planning including pre planning planning research preparing a plan and implementing monitoring and evaluating the outputs and outcomes of a plan it provides a conceptual
rationale for each component of the planning process a detailed explanation of the tools and techniques that can be used and extensive examples and international case study
materials to demonstrate their use the principles and techniques explained in the book are applicable at a range of community levels from small individual sites to regions states and
even countries this is an essential course text for all leisure and recreation courses and invaluable reading for academics practitioners stakeholders and students working in leisure
and recreation planning events culture and sport

Outdoor Recreation in America
1970

what factors contribute to tourism and recreation development how can we characterise stakeholder rationales and organisation modes to enhance tourism resources and foster
tourism and recreation services to what extent do tourism and recreation contribute to regional development what changes are taking place in terms of new destinations stakeholders
policy objectives bringing together scholars from the fields of planning economics sociology management studies and geography this book examines cross cutting issues in tourism
and recreation with the aim of developing an extended view of leisure time focusing mainly on france with comparison to the experience of northern and southern european countries
and north america it combines a diverse range of case studies to address issues such as contrasting rural dynamics changing public policies sustainable development imperatives
evolving user behaviour and increasingly diverse recreation activities and stakeholder organisation specific topics are highlighted such as the role of social capital or culture as
factors of recreation development resort organisation from international and experience based perspectives and the usefulness of the capability approach to evaluate tourism impacts
on local development emphasising policy recommendations to help public or collective action on the issues and presenting emerging trends in the field this book should be of interest
to students scholars and stakeholders in tourism recreation planning and management

The Geography of Tourism and Recreation
2014-05-09



first published in 2002 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

Federal Lands for Parks and Recreation Act of 1969
1969

for over four centuries puritan has been a synonym for dour joyless and repressed in the 1930s however historians began to reappraise the accuracy of this grim portrait bruce c
daniels continues that reappraisal by examining leisure and recreation in colonial and revolutionary new england he looks closely not only at what new englanders did from 1620 to
1790 but also at what they said about play pleasure and relaxation thereby placing their deeds and words in the context of an evolving and complex social structure daniels s
descriptions of leisure and recreational activities do justice to both the intellectual richness of the historical material and to its inherent charm chapters on reading music civic
celebrations dinner parties dancing courtship sex alcohol taverns sports and games are presented in a lively style designed to make this book as entertaining as it is illuminating

A Brief History of Parks and Recreation in the United States
1954

human resource management in sport and recreation third edition provides current and future practitioners with a solid foundation in research and application of human resource
management in the sport and recreation industries the third edition prepares students for success by bringing into focus the three divergent groups of people who constitute human
resources in sport and recreation organizations paid professional workers volunteers and the clients themselves dr packianathan chelladurai pioneer in the field of sport management
continues to bring his expertise to this edition he is joined by new coauthor dr shannon kerwin an active researcher in organizational behavior and human resource management in
sport with more than 50 collective years of experience in teaching management of human resources chelladurai and kerwin synthesize the core dynamics of human resources and the
management of these resources as well as the role of the sport and recreation manager the third edition s updated references examples and studies reflect the increased growth
interest and complexity in human resource management in recreation and sport in recent years additional enhancements of the third edition include the following a new opening
chapter on the significance of human resources describes consumer services professional services and human services and provides a model for the subsequent chapters a greater
emphasis is placed on recruitment and training as an essential component of success new technology in human resource management and diversity management of human resources
sidebars connect theory to practice for sport managers as they confront contemporary issues in the workplace case studies at the end of each chapter help students apply concepts
from the chapter to real world scenarios instructor ancillaries help instructors prepare for class with the use of an instructor guide with a syllabus tips for teaching and additional
resources as well as an image bank in addition updated pedagogical aids include learning objectives summaries lists of key terms comprehension questions and discussion questions
to guide student learning through each chapter sidebars throughout the text provide applied concepts highlight relevant research and offer digestible takeaways organized into four
parts the text begins by outlining the unique and common characteristics of the three groups of human resources in sport and recreation part ii focuses on differences in people and
how the differences affect behavior in sport and recreation organizations in part iii readers explore significant organizational processes in the management of human resources part
iv discusses two significant outcomes expected of human resource practices satisfaction and commitment finally a conclusion synthesizes information and presents a set of founding
and guiding themes human resource management in sport and recreation third edition explains essential concepts in human resources in the sport and recreation industries the
authors present a clear and concise treatise on the critical aspects of management of human resources within sport and recreational organizations to help aspiring and current
professionals maximize their potential in the field



Mississippi National River and Recreation Area Comprehensive Management Plan
1995

The Economic Potentials of Tourism and Recreation in Southern Illinois
1966

A Study of the Park and Recreation Problem of the United States
1941

Trends in Outdoor Recreation, Leisure, and Tourism
2000

Puritans at Play
1996-09-11

Ideologies and Forms of Leisure and Recreation in Victorian Manchester
2017

Parks and Recreation: Galentine's Day
2022-12-06



Community Recreation Comes of Age
1944

Islands of Hope
1974

Outdoor Recreation Action
1977

Recreation in American Life
1963

The Future of Outdoor Recreation in Metropolitan Regions of the United States
1962

Public Outdoor Recreation Areas--acreage, Use, Potential
1962

Community Leisure and Recreation Planning
2020-11-01



Tourism, Recreation and Regional Development
2016-03-03

Workers' Culture in Imperial Germany
2002-01-31

Islands of Hope
1982

Puritans at Play
1995

Human Resource Management in Sport and Recreation
2018-10-30
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